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II. The Exponential Model and Maximum Likelihood
Before proceeding to estimate parameters in the general model described it is necessary to specify the latter mathematically. In reliability terminology we assume that the system is alternately up and down, that the i-th up time is U., the i-th down time is D., and that This simple two-state Markov model occurs in reliability applications, and perhaps in other areas as well. We shall base our estimation procedures upon it. However, we shall also attempt to test the robustness of the estimates thereby derived by treating processes having up and down times actually described by other distributions (e.g. members of the log-normal family) as if they were from the Markov process generated by distributions (2.2) . Results of this test, conducted by experimental sampling, are described in Section IV .
B. Maximum Likelihood
Given the two-state renewal model, with distributions (2.2) we can now write down the likelihood function under the assumption of rare observation.
Let us, for illustration, suppose that the system is initially observed in the up state, and that starting at that moment a patch of complete up periods (U realizations) and complete down periods (D realizations) is recorded.
Following this, a long interval is allowed to elapse and the system is again observed; the state observed recorded at the moment of first observation, and a subsequent patch of up and down realizations again recorded; the process is repeated periodically, always with long intervals elapsing between consecutive patches.
Owing to the assumption of long delays between patches we shall assume that the probability that the system is in an up condition when a new patch observation begins is 6.
^L -.-Ä. , ( 2 .3)
EIUJ+£|DJ X+^ the system is down at patch beginning with the complementary probability.
Moreover, the memoryless or Markovian property of the exponential distribution (see Feller [ 6 ] ), assures that the duration of the first time in state at patch beginning (termed "remaining life", or "forward recurrence time", see Cox [ 1 ] ) is exponentially distributed, with the parameter appropriate to the state observed at patch beginning. It is this last property that renders patch sampling of the exponential process especially tractable, for in general the forward recurrence time is not distributed in the same manner as is the corresponding time in state. by substituting the estimates in for the unknown true parameters. The
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results estimate a) the long-run probability that the system will be up when needed, and b) the long-run probability that the system will be up and remain so for T time units thereafter, (e.g. throughout a mission time).
For our sampling experiment T = 2 time units. E-2i Replace r by r-K3 and m by m+10 In (2.10) and (2.11).
These correspond to the beta priors of (2.33).
The above modifications are but a few of those that suggest them- 
26.
IV. Robustness
The exponential assumptions (2.2) made in deriving our maximum likelihood estimates are often plausible, especially in reliability problems. However, one seldom can test such assumptionc thoroughly, and it seems worthwhile to investigate the behavior of our estimates when, in fact, other -perhaps equally plausible ••-distributions govern the observations.
To this end we have utilized a sampling experiment, first generating five hundred realizations for each of three sets of alternative distributions, then sampling from these realizations as was done before, and finally computing estimates of p,, X, R, and r. Modifications were also considered. u -e u .
From such log-normally distributed realizations, a realization of the up-down process history may be obtained.
As was remarked earlier, one use for such histories is to investigate the behavior of maximum likelihood estimators computed under the exponential specification when, in fact, the log-normal specification prevails. The results of such investigation are tabled and discussed below. We take, as in the exponential situation, Contrasted with the above will be examined one in which the coefficient of variation is one-half: 6) 28. The last case to be considered is that in which the coefficient of variation is twice that of the exponential« 
• 31.
c) The B-modificatlon tends to over-correct the bias, without producing a compensatory effect upon mean-squared error. In case L. :J., H the meansquared error seems to have been increased.
Lastly, we examine the maximum likelihood estimates of R and r when the log-normal is the actual underlying distribution. A summary appears in Table 5 . 
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